Abstract. We explore the possibility of using the genetic algorithm to optimize trading models based on the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) machine learning technology. Technical indicators, derived from intraday tick data for the E-mini S&P 500 futures market (ES), were used as feature vectors to the HTM models. All models were configured as binary classifiers, using a simple buy-and-hold trading strategy, and followed a supervised training scheme. The data set was partitioned into multiple folds to enable a modified cross validation scheme. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) were used to benchmark HTM performance. The results show that the genetic algorithm succeeded in finding predictive models with good performance and generalization ability. The HTM models outperformed the neural network models on the chosen data set and both technologies yielded profitable results with above average accuracy.
Introduction
One recent machine learning technology that has shown good potential in algorithmic trading is Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM). It borrows concepts from neural networks, Bayesian networks and makes use of spatiotemporal clustering algorithms to handle noisy inputs and to create invariant representations of patterns discovered in its input stream. In a previous paper [3] , an initial study was carried-out where the predictive performance of the HTM technology was investigated within algorithmic trading of financial markets. The study showed promising results, in which the HTMbased algorithm was profitable across bullish-, bearish and horizontal market trends, yielding comparable results to its neural network benchmark. Although, the previous work lacked any attempt to produce near optimal trading models. One popular group of optimization methods are evolutionary optimization methods. The simplest evolutionary optimization technique is the genetic algorithm. This paper extends the HTM-based trading algorithm, developed in the previous work, by employing the genetic algorithm as an optimization method. Once again, neural networks are used as the benchmark technology.
Background

Technical Indicators
This study uses technical indicators, derived from the E-mini S&P 500 futures market (ES), as features vectors to the HTM models. Technical indicators are commonly used in technical analysis, which is the forecasting of future price movements based on an examination of past price movements. To aid in the process, technical charts and technical indicators are used to discover price trends and to time market entry and exit. Technical analysis has its roots in Dow Theory, developed by Charles Dow in the late 19 th century and later refined and published by William Hamilton in the first edition (1922) of his book "The Stock Market Barometer". Robert Rhea developed the theory even further in "The Dow Theory", first published in 1932. Modern day technical analysis [12] is based on the tenets from Dow Theory; prices discount everything, price movements are not totally random and the only thing that matters is what the current price levels are. The reason why the prices are at their current levels is not important.
Predictive Modeling
A common way of modeling financial time series is by using predictive modeling techniques [17] . The time series, consisting of tick data, is usually aggregated into bars of intraday-, daily-, weekly-, monthly-or yearly data. From the aggregated data, features (attributes) are created that better describe the data, for example technical indicators. The purpose of predictive modeling is to produce models capable of predicting the value of one attribute, the dependent variable, based on the values of the other attributes, the independent variables. If the dependent variable is discrete, the modeling task is categorized as classification. Classification is the task of classifying objects into one of several predefined classes by finding a classification model capable of predicting the value of the dependent variable using the independent variables. One common approach to solving a classification problem splits the data set into a training-, validation-and test set. The training set is used to train a classification model, while the validation set is used to determine the performance of the classifier and when to stop training in order to avoid over-fitting the model. The model is subsequently applied to the test set to determine the performance of the classifier on previously unseen data, i.e. its generalization ability. This paper uses a modified k-fold cross validation technique, in which the data set is partitioned into k folds. Classification models are then trained on k-2 folds, where the two remaining folds are used as the validation set and the test set respectively. This procedure is then repeated, using a different fold as the validation set and test set in each run. The performance of the classification models are then averaged over all runs to produce a final performance measure.
Hierarchical Temporal Memory
Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) is a machine learning technology based on memory-prediction theory of brain function described by Jeff Hawkins in his book On Intelligence [8] and are modeled after the structure and behavior of the mammalian neocortex. Just as the neocortex is organized into layers of neurons, HTMs are organized into tree-shaped hierarchies of nodes, where each node implements a common learning algorithm [5] .
The input to any node is a temporal sequence of patterns. Bottom layer nodes sample simple quantities from their input and learn how to assign meaning to them in the form of beliefs. A belief is the probability that a certain cause of a pattern in the input stream is currently being sensed by the node. As the information ascends the treeshaped hierarchy of nodes, it incorporates beliefs covering a larger spatial area over a longer temporal period. Higher-level nodes learn more sophisticated causes of patterns in the input stream [9] .
Frequently occurring sequences of patterns are grouped together to form temporal groups, where patterns in the same group are likely to follow each other in time. This contraption, together with probabilistic and hierarchical processing of information, gives HTMs the ability to predict what future patterns are most likely to follow currently sensed input patterns. This is accomplished through a top-down procedure, in which higher-level nodes propagate their beliefs to lower-level nodes in order to update their belief states, i.e. conditional probabilities [6] [7] .
HTMs use Belief Propagation (BP) to disambiguate contradicting information and create mutually consistent beliefs across all nodes in the hierarchy [14] . This makes HTMs resilient to noise and missing data, and provides for good generalization behavior.
With support of all the favorable properties mentioned above, the HTM technology constitutes an ideal candidate for predictive modeling of financial time series, where future price levels can be estimated from current input with the aid of learned sequences of historical patterns.
In 2005 Jeff Hawkins co-founded the company Numenta Inc, where the HTM technology is being developed. Numenta provide a free legacy version of their development platform, NuPIC, for research purposes. NuPIC version 1.7.1 [13] was used to create all models in this study.
Related Work
Following the publication of Hawkins' memory-prediction theory of brain function [8] , supported by Mountcastle's unit model of computational processes across the neocortex [11] , George and Hawkins implemented an initial mathematical model of the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) concept and applied it to a simple pattern recognition problem as a successful proof of concept [4] . This partial HTM implementation was based on a hierarchical Bayesian network, modeling invariant pattern recognition behavior in the visual cortex. An independent implementation of George's and Hawkins' hierarchical Bayesian network was created in [18] , in which its performance was compared to a backpropagation neural network applied to a character recognition problem. The results showed that a simple implementation of Hawkins' model yielded higher pattern recognition rates than a standard neural network implementation.
In [19] , the HTM technology was benchmarked with a support vector machine (SVM). The most interesting part of this study was the fact that the HTM's performance was similar to that of the SVM, even though the rigorous preprocessing of the raw data was omitted for the HTM. In [2] a novel study was conducted, in which the HTM technology was employed to a spoken digit recognition problem with promising results.
The HTM model was modified in [10] to create a Hierarchical Sequential Memory for Music (HSMM). This study is interesting since it investigates a novel application for HTM-based technologies, in which the order and duration of temporal sequences of patterns are a fundamental part of the domain. A similar approach was adopted in [15] where the topmost node in a HTM network was modified to store ordered sequences of temporal patterns for sign language recognition.
In 2011 Fredrik Åslin conducted an initial evaluation of the HTM technology applied to algorithmic trading [1] . In [3] , the predictive performance of the HTM technology was investigated within algorithmic trading of financial markets. The study showed promising results, in which the HTM-based algorithm was profitable across bullish-, bearish and horizontal market trends, yielding comparable results to its neural network benchmark.
Method
Data Acquisition and Feature Extraction
The S&P (Standard and Poor's) 500 E-mini index futures contract (ES), traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange's Globex electronic platform, was chosen for the research work. Intra-minute data was downloaded from Slickcharts [16] which provides free historical tick data for E-mini contracts. Two months worth of ES market data (5 th July -2 nd September 2011) was used to train, validate and test the HTM classifiers using a cross-validation approach.
The data was aggregated into one-minute epochs (bars), each including the open-, high-, low-and close prices, together with the 1-minute trade volume. Missing data points, i.e. missing tick data for one or more minutes, was handled by using the same price levels as the previously existing aggregated data point.
A set of 12 technical indicators were extracted from the aggregated data in order to populate the feature vectors for the classification models (the default parameter values used, in minutes, are enclosed within parentheses); Percentage Price Oscillator 
Dataset Partitioning and Cross Validation
The dataset was split into a number of folds in order to support a cross-validation approach. This was accomplished by creating a large enough window of size N=22533 to be used as the initial training set, followed by partitioning the remaining dataset into k=5 folds of size M=7035. The model was then trained using the training window and validated on the closest fold ahead of the training window. This was done for all individuals through a number of generations using the genetic algorithm. The fittest individual from the final generation was then tested on the closest fold ahead of the validation fold. Next, the window of size N was rolled forward M data points to include the first fold in the training set and, hence, omitting the oldest M Evolving data points of the initial wi of size N, validated on the closest fold ahead of the va had been used as the valid once. The performance me to yield an overall performa validation. Similarly, the p averaged to yield an overall Finally, since the genetic repeated three times and a f aging the averaged perform The training, validation window (training window 0 tion window 01 and test wi picted in the figure and th bottom of the figure. The l to get the moving average c 
Classification Task
The classification task was • Class 0 -The price will n • Class 1 -The price will r A tick is the minimum amo mini S&P 500, the minimu per contract. A simple buy predicted to rise with at lea 1 contract of ES, hold on to g Hierarchical Temporal Memory-Based Trading Models indow. The model was then trained on the second wind next fold ahead of the training window and tested on alidation fold. This procedure was repeated until k-1 fo dation set once and k-1 folds had been used as the test asure obtained from all k-1 validations was then avera ance measure for the model, similar to normal k-fold cr performance measure obtained from all k-1 test folds w l performance measure for the fittest models on the test algorithm is non-deterministic, the whole procedure w final averaged performance measure was obtained by av mance measures from all three individual iterations.
and test datasets are shown in Fig.1 . The initial train 01) is show to the far left in the figure, followed by vali indow 01. Validation and test windows 02-04 are also he range of training windows 01-04 are shown along ighter patch to the left in the figure shows the buffer u calculations going for the technical indicators. not rise >= 2 ticks at the end of the next ten-minute perio rise >= 2 ticks at the end of the next ten-minute period. ount a price can be incremented or decremented. For the m tick size is 0.25 points, where each tick is worth $12 y-and-hold trading strategy was adopted; if the marke ast 2 ticks at the end of the next 10-minute period, then b o it, and then sell it at the end of the period. 
Performance Measure and Fitness Function
The PNL (profit and loss) was chosen as the performance measure. Furthermore, trading fees consisting of $3 per contract and round trip were deducted to yield the final PNL, i.e. $3 for every true positive or false positive. This performance measure was also used as the fitness function for the genetic algorithm. In order to accommodate negative PNLs, tournament selection was used.
Experiments
The set of feature vectors were fed to the HTM's sensor, whereas the set of class vectors were fed to the category sensor during training as shown in Fig 2. The top-level node receives input from the hierarchically processed feature vector and from the class vector via the category sensor. The output from the top node is class 0 or 1.
Fig. 2. HTM network configured as a classifier
An HTM network has a number of different parameters that can be optimized. The most important parameters, shown in Table 1 , were chosen for the optimization task.
The resulting HTM chromosome consisted of a bit string of length 274. The genetic algorithm was configured to use tournament selection with a tournament size of 4, single-point crossover with a 80% crossover probability and bit-flip mutation with a 4% mutation probability. A population of 50 individuals were evolved over 20 generations and elitism was used.
Each time the genetic algorithm requested a fitness score from an individual, the following sequence of events took place; firstly, an HTM network was created with the parameter settings derived from the individual's bit string pattern. Next, the HTM was trained on the data points contained within the training window and validated on the corresponding validation fold. Each training and validation step produced a performance measure consisting of the PNL subtracted by the total trading cost How far back in time to look for temporal transitions (calculated as $3 per trade including brokerage-, transaction-and exchange fees). At the end of each generation, each individuals' performance measure was used as the individual's fitness value by the genetic algorithm. The neural network benchmark consisted of a recurrent network with feedback loops from the hidden layers. The number of hidden layers, nodes per hidden layer, the learning rate parameter and the momentum were encoded in a chromosome and optimized by the genetic algorithm. Network permutations were left entirely to the discretion of the genetic algorithm, but restricted to a maximum of two layers. The backpropagation learning algorithm was used to update the network weights during training. Sigmoid activation functions were used for all neurons except the output layer which used a softmax activation function. The resulting chromosome had a bit length of 25. The other settings for the genetic algorithm were the same as for the HTM models.
Both technologies were run though Python code, where the execution time requirements for the HTM models were more demanding than the neural networks.
Results
The optimization results show that a three-layer HTM was preferred over a two-or four-layer topology. It was also obvious that the Gaussian inference algorithm was preferred for the spatial pooler in every node. Furthermore, a Sigma value close to 1 standard deviation worked best together with the Gaussian inference algorithm. The temporal pooler algorithm used Time Based Inference (TBI) for half the models on average, whereas the maxProp algorithm was preferred for Flash Inference. The remaining parameters settings varied quite a lot amongst the various models. All models showed positive PNLs in all datasets with minor differences between the validation-and test sets on average. The differences between the validation-and test sets for model accuracy and precision were also insignificant. There was a small loss in accuracy between the training set and the validation set and a noticeable decay in precision. One interesting observation is that even though the number of bad trades (False Positives) outnumber the number of good trades (True Positives) in both the validation-and test sets, all models still yielded positive PNLs. This suggests that the models identified major increases in price levels correctly. The averaged performance measures for each iteration are shown in Table 2 , together with the total averaged performance measures (arithmetic mean for all three iterations). For the ANNs, the genetic algorithm (GA) favored a single layer of hidden neurons. It also produced a higher number of neurons in the hidden layers as compared to the number of inputs. A low learning rate and momentum was selected by the GA.
The PNL was positive in all datasets except two test sets and the difference in model accuracy and precision between the various datasets was insignificant. Despite many ANN models having more bad trades (False Positives) than good trades (True Positives), the PNL was positive for all models but 2 when applied to the test sets. As with the HTM models, the ANN models identified major increases in price levels correctly. The average performance measures are shown in Table 3 . All average PNLs are positive and model accuracy and precision are similar to each other in all datasets.
The results show that the HTM models outperformed the neural network models, yielding 2-8 times as much in PNL. Both technologies had above average accuracy in all datasets, whereas the precision was slightly below average in the validation-and test sets. Overall, both models were profitable. The positive PNLs in both the validation-and test sets suggest that both technologies produced models with good generalization abilities.
Conclusion
The results show that the genetic algorithm succeeded in finding predictive models with good performance and generalization ability. Although the HTM models outperformed the neural networks with regards to PNL, both technologies yielded profitable results with above average accuracy. The optimization results show that the HTM models prefer a 3-layer network topology with a variable max distance setting and number of coincidences and groups in each layer when applied to the E-mini S&P 500. A Gaussian inference algorithm with a Sigma setting close to 1 standard deviation was preferred by the spatial pooler in all nodes in the network. With respect to the temporal pooler's inference algorithm, flash inference and time-based inference were equally prevalent amongst the nodes. The neural network preferred a single hidden layer with a node count close to the dimensionality of its input and small values for its learning rate and momentum.
